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Abstract

Due to the explosive growth of social
media usage in Thailand, many busi-
nesses and organizations including mar-
ket research agencies are seeking for tools
which could perform real-time sentiment
analysis on the large contents. In this pa-
per, we propose S-Sense, a framework for
analyzing sentiment on Thai social media.
The proposed framework consists of anal-
ysis modules and language resources. Two
main analysis modules, intention and sen-
timent, are based on classification algo-
rithm to automatically assign appropriate
intention and sentiment class labels for a
given text. To train classification models,
language resources, i.e., corpus and lexi-
con, are needed. Corpus consists of a col-
lection of texts manually labeled with ap-
propriate intention and sentiment classes.
Lexicon consists of both general terms
from dictionary and clue terms which help
identifying the intention and sentiment. To
evaluate performance and robustness of
the analysis modules, we prepare a data set
from Twitter posts and Pantip web board
in mobile service domain. The experi-
ments are set up to compare the perfor-
mance between two different lexicon sets,
i.e., general and clue terms. The results
show that incorporating clue terms into
feature vectors for constructing the classi-
fication models yield significant improve-
ment in terms of accuracy.

1 Introduction

Due to the enormous volume, social media has be-
come recognized as a good example of Big Data.
One of the challenging issues in handling big data
is to perform real-time analysis on the contents.

Today social media has been widely accepted as
an active communication channel between com-
panies and customers. Many companies regularly
use social networking websites to promote new
products and services, and post announcements to
the customers. On the other hand, customers often
post their comments to express some sentiments
towards products and services. Many customers
also post questions and requests to get answers and
helps from the customer services. Due to the real-
time nature of the social media, monitoring cus-
tomers’ comments has become a critical task in
customer relation management (CRM). Sentiment
analysis has received much attention among mar-
ket research community as an effective approach
for analyzing social media contents. Some high-
lighted applications of sentiment analysis include
brand monitoring, campaign monitoring and com-
petitive analysis.

Thailand is among the top countries having a
large population on social networking websites
such as Facebook and Twitter. The recent statis-
tics show that the number of Facebook users in
Thailand has reached 17 millions as of October 29,
20121. Many companies in Thailand start to see
the importance of using social media analysis to
gain some insight on what people think about their
brands, products and services. Although many
commercial software tools for social media anal-
ysis are available, they do not support Thai lan-
guage. In this paper, we propose S-Sense, a frame-
work for analyzing sentiment on Thai social media
contents. To provide a complete solution, our pro-
posed framework consists of many components in-
cluding tagging tool, language resources, analysis
and visualizing modules.

Among all of the components in S-Sense, lan-
guage resources are considered very essential for
providing the infrastructure to train both inten-

1Facebook statistics, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook statistics
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tion and sentiment analysis models. In our pro-
posed framework, language resources consist of
two components, corpus and lexicon. Corpus con-
sists of a collection of texts manually labeled with
appropriate intention and sentiment classes. Lex-
icon consists of two types of terms, general and
clue. The general lexicon includes terms found in
LEXiTRON2, which is a well-known Thai-English
electronic dictionary. In S-Sense, the general lex-
icon is modified by including new terms such
as slangs, chat language, transliterated words,
found in Thai Twitter corpus. The second lex-
icon consists of clue terms which help identify-
ing the intention and sentiment. Example of clue
terms for sentiment analysis are polar terms (such
as “stylish”, “beautiful” and “expensive”), which
contain either positive or negative sentiment.

For the analysis modules, we apply classifica-
tion algorithm to automatically assign appropriate
intention and sentiment class labels for a given
text. The performance of classification models
generally depends on the choice of classification
algorithms including parameter settings, the size
of training corpus and the design of term feature
sets. The current version of S-Sense applies the
multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm. The reason
we used Naive Bayes is its requirement of a small
amount of training data to estimate the parame-
ters for learning the models. Also Naive Bayes
is a descriptive and probabilistic machine learn-
ing, therefore, the results could be easily analyzed
and explained. The classification results are re-
turned with a probability value which could be in-
terpreted as the confidence level. In addition to
the proposed framework, another contribution of
this paper is the comparative study of using dif-
ferent lexicon sets for training the analysis mod-
els. We compare the performance of intention and
sentiment analysis models by using two different
sets of lexicons, general and clue terms. The eval-
uation corpus consist of Twitter posts and Pantip
web board topics in mobile service domain. The
experimental results will be presented along with
the discussion on the error analysis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In next section, we review some related
works on sentiment analysis and many different
approaches for constructing language resources
for sentiment analysis. In Section 3, we present
the proposed S-Sense framework for Thai inten-

2LEXiTRON, http://lexitron.nectec.or.th

tion and sentiment analysis. Details on each com-
ponents are given with illustration. In Section 4,
we evaluate the framework by using a data set col-
lected from Twitter and Pantip Thai web board.
Examples of difficult cases are discussed along
with some possible solutions. Section 5 concludes
the paper with the future work.

2 Related work

Due to its potential and useful applications, opin-
ion mining and sentiment analysis has gained a
lot of interest in text mining and NLP communi-
ties (Ding et al., 2008; Jin et al., 2009; Tsytsarau
and Palpanas., 2012). Much work in this area fo-
cused on evaluating reviews as being positive or
negative either at the document level (Pang et al.,
2002; Beineke et al., 2004) or sentence level (Kim
and Hovy, 2004; Wilson et al., 2009). For in-
stance, given some reviews of a product, the sys-
tem classifies them into positive or negative re-
views. No specific details or features are identi-
fied about what customers like or dislike. To ob-
tain such details, a feature-based opinion mining
approach has been proposed (Hu and Liu, 2004).

The problem of developing subjectivity lexi-
cons for training and testing sentiment classifiers
has recently attracted some attention. Although
most of the reference corpora has been focused
on English language, work on other languages is
growing as well. Ku and Chen (2007) proposed
the bag-of-characters approach to determine senti-
ment words in Chinese. This approach calculates
the observation probabilities of characters from a
set of seed sentiment words first, then dynami-
cally expands the set and adjusts their probabili-
ties. Later in 2009, Ku et al. (2009), extended their
bag-of-characters approach by including morpho-
logical structures and syntactic structures between
sentence segment. Their experiments showed bet-
ter performance of word polarity detection and
opinion sentence extraction. Haruechaiyasak et
al. (2010), proposed a framework for constructing
Thai language resource for feature-based opinion
mining. The proposed approach for extracting fea-
tures and polar words is based on syntactic pattern
analysis.

Our main contribution in this paper is the pro-
posed framework for analyzing intention, senti-
ment, and language usage from social media texts.
We initially performed some evaluation on Thai
texts to show the effectiveness of the proposed
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components and modules. The proposed frame-
work can be easily extended to support other lan-
guages, especially for unsegmented languages, by
providing the plugged-in resources including lexi-
con and corpus.

3 The proposed framework

In this paper, we focus on both language resources
and the analysis modules as a complete framework
for Thai-language intention and sentiment analy-
sis. The proposed framework could easily be ex-
tended to support other languages by construct-
ing language-specific resources. Our framework
is also designed for easy adaptation to businesses
in different domains. Similar to language-specific
support, to apply the proposed framework for a
specific domain, one can use the provided tagging
tool to prepare domain-specific resources, i.e., an-
notated corpus and lexicon.

3.1 Components and modules

The proposed S-Sense framework (shown in Fig-
ure 1) consists of the following components.

• Text collecting & processing: This com-
ponent involves the process of crawling and
collecting social media contents from differ-
ent websites. The process includes basic text
processing, i.e., sentence segmentation, tok-
enization and normalization. Term normal-
ization is the process of converting a word
as appeared in the text into a predefined term
and cleaning extra repeated characters which
are not part of the term. For example, a
word “thnxsss” can be normalized to the term
“thank”.

• UREKA: The main task of UREKA (Utiliza-
tion on REsource for Knowledge Acquisi-
tion) is to extract key feature terms or phrases
from a given text. Terms or phrases which are
statistically significant in the corpus can be
presented as interesting issues to the users.
Another task is to filter and classify a given
text into a topic. When collecting texts from
social networking websites, it is very com-
mon to see many collected texts are not rel-
evant to the brands or products being moni-
tored. Therefore, a classification model could
be trained to filter out the irrelevant texts from
the corpus. After obtaining the relevant texts,
another classification model could be trained

to classify each text into a predefined set of
topics. For example, in mobile service do-
main, topics could include signal quality, pro-
motion and customer service.

• S-Sense: This is the main analysis compo-
nent under the framework. S-Sense consists
of four analysis modules. Language usage
analysis classifies each text based on two as-
pects, the use of obscene language and the
use of chat or informal languages. Detect-
ing obscenity is useful since many texts with
strongly negative sentiment could sometimes
contain obscene language. Intention analy-
sis classifies each text into four classes: an-
nouncement, request, question and sentiment.
Sentiment analysis further classifies each text
based on its sentiment, i.e., positive or neg-
ative. Emotion analysis is set in our future
work. The task of emotion analysis module
is to perform an in-depth sentiment analysis
regarding to the emotion or feeling such as
sad, happy and angry. Other components of
S-Sense include visualizing modules includ-
ing adaptive emoticon and interactive dash-
board. These modules are used for display-
ing the summarized reports for the analyzed
texts.

• Tagging tool and language resources: Un-
der the proposed framework, language re-
sources include two components, annotated
corpus with domain and language-specific
lexicons. To construct language resources,
we provide a tagging tool for linguists to
work with. The tagging tool is a web-based
application which consists of a DBMS and a
GUI.

3.2 Analysis tasks
The current version of S-Sense framework focuses
on two main analysis modules, intention and senti-
ment. The intention analysis include the following
categories.

1. Announcement: This type of intention refers
to messages or posts in which a company in-
tends to communicate with their customers,
e.g., advertisement of new products or event
announcement.

2. Request: This intention is used for customers
to ask for help when having trouble or prob-
lem with the company’s products or services.
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Figure 1: The proposed S-Sense framework.

Customers would expect immediate response
from the company to solve the problem.

3. Question: This intention refers to messages
or posts from customers asking for informa-
tion related to products and services. The
question is, for example, a customer’s post
asking for more details of a new mobile ser-
vice promotion.

4. Sentiment: This intention is when customers
express their opinions or sentiments towards
the company’s brand, products and services.
Sentiment can be divided into positive, neu-
tral and negative aspects.

It is important to analyze intention before per-
forming sentiment analysis. Without intention
analysis, a sentence containing positive polar
words such as an advertisement would be identi-
fied as containing the sentiment intention. For ex-
ample, a sentence “The new high-speed Internet is
faster and cheaper. Apply today at the shop near
you.” is an advertisement, but could be incorrectly
identified as having positive sentiment. Therefore,
Identifying a sentence as announcement or adver-
tisement would help improve overall performance
of sentiment analysis.

3.3 Potential applications

S-Sense can be applied in many different applica-
tions. Some of the potential applications are as
follows.

• Brand monitoring: With the widespread
of social media, today customers have more
freedom to express their sentiments towards
products and services. Analyzing sentiments
of the customers could help companies gain
some insight on how they feel when using
their products and services. More impor-
tantly, many companies are highly associated
with their brands. Negative sentiments to-
wards the company’s brand could have neg-
ative impact on the product sales. Therefore,
it is very important for companies to monitor
or track the mentions and sentiments of the
customers on social media.

• Campaign Monitoring: Many times
throughout the year, the company would
launch different campaigns involving new
products and services. The goal of campaign
monitoring (i.e, tracking) is to measure the
customers’ feedback on each campaign.
The results could be analyzed in terms of
number of mentions, positive and negative
sentiments and the key product or service
features in which customers feel positive or
negative about.

• Competitive Analysis: This task is to mon-
itor and analyze the activities including sen-
timents of customers towards the company’s
competitors. The analysis results could help
gain some insight on strengths and weak-
nesses of the competitors in the market. For
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example, if a competitor has many com-
plaints on certain product features, the com-
pany could grab the opportunity by advertis-
ing its own product features which are better
than the competitor’s.

• Employee Engagement: One of the main
problems in many organizations today is the
high turnover rate. One of the solutions is
to monitor and analyze the employee engage-
ment level. This task is to measure the em-
ployees’ sentiments towards their jobs, col-
leagues and organization. The measure could
reveal how much employees are willing to
learn and perform at work, and to get in-
volved in different activities initiated by the
organization.

4 Experiments and discussion

To evaluate the proposed framework, we perform
experiments using a corpus in the domain of mo-
bile service. The corpus is obtained between
March and June in 2013 from two sources, Twit-
ter3 and Pantip4, one of the top visited web boards
in Thailand. The total number of randomly se-
lected texts in the corpus is 2,723. The corpus
was annotated in two aspects, intention and sen-
timent. Table 1 summarizes the number of tagged
texts in four different intentions. The majority of
intentions is sentiment which accounts for approx-
imately 64% of the corpus. The reason is when
using social networking websites or web boards,
users often express their opinion and sentiment
more than other intentions.

For the sentiment intention, we further anno-
tated each text based on its sentiment, i.e., positive
or negative. Table 2 summarizes the number of
tagged texts in positive and negative sentiment. It
can be observed that negative sentiment accounts
for approximately 91%. This is not very surprising
since users tend to complain when having prob-
lems using the mobile service. Major reported
problems in mobile service industry include, for
example, weak or unavailable signal, call drop,
slow data transfer rate, impolite service and long
waiting time for call center.

Table 3 shows some examples of annotated cor-
pus in different intention and sentiment. In addi-
tion to annotating each text with an intention label,

3Twitter, http://twitter.com
4Pantip, http://pantip.com

Table 1: Number of tagged texts in four different
intentions.

Table 2: Number of tagged texts in positive and
negative sentiments.

we collect clue terms which could help identify the
intention. For example, from the announcement
intention, the terms and phrases “new promotion”,
“best-deal” and “will start on” are collected into
the clue lexicon. From the sentiment intention, we
collected the terms “annoyed” and “impressive”.
Other clue terms are underlined for each example
in the table.

Table 4 shows the statistics of lexicons used
in the experiments. There are two types of lex-
icons: general and clue terms. General lexicon
include two sets of terms, LEXiTRON5 which
are general words from Thai dictionary, and Twit-
ter which contains newly found words from Thai
Twitter corpus. Words obtained from Twitter in-
clude slangs and transliterated words from other
languages. Clue lexicon include terms or phrases
which could help identify intention and sentiment.
One of the main objectives in the experiments is
to observe the effect of incorporating clue lexicon
in constructing classification models for intention
and sentiment analysis. Therefore, we perform a
comparative study on using different sets of lexi-
cons.

To perform experiments, we apply the multino-
mial Naive Bayes algorithm to learn the classifica-
tion models (McCallum and Nigam, 1998). The
reason we use Naive Bayes is due to the small
number of sample texts in the corpus, especially

5LEXiTRON, http://lexitron.nectec.or.th
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Table 3: Example of annotated texts categorized by different intentions and sentiments.

Table 4: Two types of lexicons: general and clue

for the announcement intention. Naive Bayes only
requires a small amount of training data to esti-
mate the parameters for learning the models. Also
Naive Bayes is a descriptive and probabilistic ma-
chine learning, therefore, the results could be eas-
ily analyzed and explained. The classification re-
sults are returned with a probability value which
could be interpreted as the confidence level.

The first experiment is the intention analysis.
For each intention listed in Table 1, we train a bi-
nary classification model with two classes, related
and other. If a given text is analyzed as contain-

ing a particular intention, it will be assigned with
the class label related. We prepare the data set by
using the same amount of texts in each class. For
example, in announcement intention, we use 94
announcement texts and randomly select another
94 texts from other intentions. To see the advan-
tage of using clue terms as additional term feature,
we compare the results between using only gen-
eral lexicon and using both general and clue lexi-
cons. The performance metric is accuracy which
is defined as the number of correctly classified in-
stances over the total number of test instances.

Table 5 shows the experimental results for in-
tention analysis. The results are based on 10-fold
cross validation. From the table, it can be observed
that adding clue terms into the term feature helps
improve the classification accuracy for all inten-
tions. Especially for request, question and senti-
ment, the improvement is over 6%. For announce-
ment, the improvement is approximately 2%. This
is probably due to the difficulty in defining and
collecting the clue terms for announcement inten-
tion. For example, some of the terms like “new”
must be collocated with other term in a phrase,
e.g. “new promotion”. As the phrase becomes
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more specific, it will not be found in the test in-
stances. Another observation is the request inten-
tion is the most difficult to analyze. This is due
to often when users wish to request for something,
there is no specific term or clue term in the mes-
sage. The request intention is implicitly expressed
with verbs or polar terms, therefore causing con-
fusion to other intention classes.

Table 5: Experimental results on intention analysis

The second experiment is the sentiment analy-
sis. We train a binary classification model with
two classes, positive and negative. The number of
instances for each class is given in Table 2. Ta-
ble 6 shows the experimental results on sentiment
analysis. The results are based on 10-fold cross
validation. From the table, we can observe that
using clue terms as additional term features helps
increase the accuracy by approximately 2%. The
small amount in improvement is probably due to
terms in general dictionary and from Twitter con-
tain sentiment which already helps identify the po-
larity of the texts.

Table 6: Experimental results on sentiment analy-
sis

To perform error analysis, we look at the test
instances which are misclassified, i.e., classifying
positive into negative and vice versa. We can sum-
marize two major causes of errors as word sense
ambiguity and sarcasm. The first problem occurs
when a polar term contains both positive and neg-
ative senses depending on the contexts. For ex-

ample, the word “strong”, when appearing with
the term “signal” will give positive polarity. How-
ever, when it appears with the term “employee”,
the term has the meaning of ”impolite” and a neg-
ative polarity should be assigned. However, due
to the small corpus size and simple feature vector
which treats each term independent, sometimes,
the terms cannot be learned properly. To solve this
problem, we will explore the idea of incorporating
contextual terms with the clue terms in our future
work. Each clue term will be associated with some
context terms to identify the polarity of the texts.

The second problem is sarcasm which is much
more difficult to solve. This problem is still a dif-
ficult and challenging task in sentiment analysis
of any languages (González-Ibáñez et al., 2004).
While there are some research work to identify
sarcasm in given texts, the performance is still
poor. However, some of the sarcastic texts can still
be identified by detecting some common slangs
which are usually used in sarcastic texts. In Thai
language, if users express a positive sentiment in
an exaggerated way or in a contradicting way, then
the message is most likely sarcastic. For example,
“Today the download speed is faster than the speed
of light. Thank you very much!” is considered as
sarcastic.

5 Conclusion and future work

We proposed a framework called S-Sense (Social
Media Sensing) for developing a social media an-
alyzing tool. The current version focuses on inten-
tion and sentiment analysis. We applied the Naive
Bayes as the classification algorithm to analyze
four different intentions (announcement, request,
question and sentiment) and two sentiments (pos-
itive and negative). The proposed framework was
evaluated by using a social media corpus in the do-
main of mobile service obtained from Twitter and
Pantip web board.

To study the effect of using different lexicon
sets to train the models, we compared two ap-
proaches: using only general lexicon and using
both general lexicon and clue terms. The results
showed that adding clue terms into feature vec-
tor for training the classification models helps im-
prove the accuracy for all intention and sentiment
analysis models. For intention models of request,
question and sentiment, the accuracy is increased
by approximately 6%. For sentiment model, the
accuracy is increased by approximately 2%.
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From the error analysis, we found that two ma-
jor problems are word sense ambiguity and sar-
casm. For future work, we plan to improve the
performance of both intention and sentiment anal-
ysis models by incorporating the contexts nearby
the clue terms. Considering contexts could help
reduce the disambiguation of the word sense. An-
other plan is to construct the lexicon and corpus
for other different domains. In addition to mo-
bile service, other business domains in Thailand
often mentioned in the social media are automo-
tive, consumer electronics, fashion, healthcare and
tourism.
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